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Letter from the President:
Hello Colleagues,

We are well into 2021 and I hope your year is off to a
positive start.  We are cautiously optimistic that our
evolving “new normal” will be a safe and healthy
balance of in-office and remote working.

We are excited to see an uptick in requests for our process safety testing services
and instruments, and I hope that this is a good sign for our customers and the global
economy.  Additionally, we look forward to being able to see everyone in person
again soon at trade shows, training events, and on the Fauske campus.

We are pleased to report enthusiastic interest in our new FERST emergency vent
sizing software for DIERS calculations as we phase out our PrEVent software. 
FERST Powered by CHEMCAD brings improved functionality and will be actively



supported and developed to bring more value to our customers. We are also excited
to be refreshing our website, so we can better connect our customers with
information, services, and other resources.

Thank you all for your continued support, and we look forward to hearing from you
soon!

Sincerely,

- Zachary Hachmeister.

The Impact of Two-Phase Flow: Emergency
Relief System Design
By Elizabeth J. Raines, Senior Chemical Engineer, Fauske & Associates, LLC and Benjamin Doup, PhD, Technical
Lead, Senior Nuclear and Chemical Engineer, Fauske & Associates LLC

Ensure your emergency relief system is adequately sized to account for two-phase flow!

Introduction to Two-Phase Flow
In order to ensure your vessel is appropriately protected from possible overpressurization scenarios, it is
crucial to consider multiphase or two-phase flow. The presence of two-phase flow can increase the
required size of your relief device, relief piping, and/or the effluent handling systems.

In the context of emergency relief system (ERS) design, two‑phase vapor-liquid flow is very common
due to the volume expansion of the initially all-liquid pool in the vessel caused primarily by vapor/gas
generation and to a lesser extent by the reduced liquid density at increased temperatures. The extent of
the volume expansion depends on the fill fraction (liquid volume fraction) of the vessel at the onset of
venting, the two-phase flow regime of the fluid, and the rate of vapor/gas generation. When the fill fraction
or the rate of vapor/gas generation increases, the likelihood of two‑phase flow in the relief system
increases. Flow regime characterization depends upon the fluid, vessel geometry, and upset scenario.

Multiple two-phase flow regimes were modeled in the original DIERS research project [1] and are based
upon a drift-flux modeling approach. Assuming uniform vapor generation, a fluid can be classified as
churn-turbulent, bubbly, or homogeneous. A homogeneous flow regime indicates there is no vapor-liquid
disengagement, which is a conservative limit. A bubbly flow regime has minimal vapor-liquid
disengagement, and a churn-turbulent flow regime results in significant vapor-liquid disengagement. The
models for these flow regimes have been benchmarked against large scale experimental data [1,2]. If the
flow regime of a fluid is unknown, VSP2 blowdown testing can be used to classify the flow regime (Flow
Regime Determination in Emergency Relief System Design - Blowdown Testing and Flow Regime
Characterization in Emergency Relief System Design).

If the upset scenario is fire exposure, vapor/gas generation may preferentially occur at the vessel wall.
This wall-boiling flow regime was developed for liquid filled storage vessels and relies upon natural
circulation currents that aid in vapor-liquid disengagement [3‑5]. Care should be taken in applying this
flow regime, as it is not always applicable. For instance, the wall-boiling regime is not applicable for
smaller diameter vessels (due to merging of the two-phase boundary layers) or vessels with agitation
(due to the inability to develop natural circulation currents). Interested readers should refer to Fisher and
Forest [6] and Fauske [7] for additional discussions on the wall-boiling flow regime.

To investigate the impact of two-phase flow and the fluid flow regime on the required vent area, the
discharge flow rate and the vapor quality of the discharge flow, a case study is performed here that
compares a hypothetical non-reactive fire exposure scenario to an agitated reactor vessel scenario.
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Comparison of ERS Design Results Based on Flow Regime
This relief system design problem was evaluated within FERST Powered by CHEMCAD [2]. The Leung
Omega methodology for vapor systems [3] was utilized with API 520/521 methodology [4, 5] for the fire
heat input calculation. The following flow regimes were considered: vapor only, churn turbulent, bubbly,
and homogeneous. The material properties were assumed to be those for dichloromethane and were
obtained within FERST Powered by CHEMCAD. The vessel parameters utilized are shown in Table 1.
Evaluations were conducted considering two different void fractions at the time of relief, and two different
set pressures. Some example parameters that can be compared include ideal vent area/diameter,
discharge mass flow rate, exit quality, and mass remaining at the turnaround time. Table 2 provides
definitions for these parameters, and the results of the evaluations are documented in Table 3 through
Table 5.  

Table 1: Vessel Parameters

Table 2: ERS Parameter Definitions

Table 3: Test Results – Vessel 100% Full with a 10 psig Set Pressure

Table 4: Test Results – Vessel 70% Full with a 10 psig Set Pressure



Table 5: Test Results – Vessel 100% Full with a 50 psig Set Pressure

Conclusion
The results compared in Table 3 through Table 5 illustrate how two-phase flow (and specific flow regime)
can impact the results of an ERS evaluation. The presence of two-phase flow can increase the required
size of a relief device, and the capacity required for effluent handling systems. Tools like FERST
Powered by CHEMCAD make it easy to evaluate the impact of these parameters and allow the user to
quickly perform sensitivity analyses to determine how things like void fraction or set pressure can impact
vapor/liquid disengagement, and therefore the results in terms of parameters such as vent diameter or
discharge mass flow rate.

Contact us today to help you evaluate the potential presence of two‑phase flow and ensure that your
entire relief system is properly sized to handle the worst-case credible situations. We would also be
happy to provide you with a free demonstration of FERST Powered by CHEMCAD!

For more information, contact Elizabeth Raines at Eraines@fauske.com

Contact Us
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FATE Facility Modeling of
Airborne Virus Transmission
Check out our recent blog to learn how FAI's
FATE software is used to model airborne virus
aerosol transport through a building and how this
information can be used to minimize the risk of
infection.

Read the Fauske Blog

Read the Journal Article

With a combined 75 years of
leadership in process simulation and
process safety, FAI and Chemstations
are excited to release our innovative
new software to revolutionize relief
system design.

Read More

Dust Explosions: Evaluating the Perils
By Ashok Dastidar, PhD, Fellow Engineer, VP Dust & Flammability Testing & Consulting, Fauske & Associates LLC

Dust explosions are a serious hazard in the process industries. They have led to the destruction of
property and damage to facilities and equipment. In the worst circumstances they may also lead to injury
of plant personnel and even fatalities. Just in 2017 alone there were 68 reported cases of dust explosions
globally with 163 injuries and 13 fatalities (http://dustsafetyscience.com). With such a dangerous
workplace hazard the reader may assume that there are federal and state laws in place protecting worker
safety. However, there are currently no such laws in place at the state or federal level protecting workers
against dust explosion hazards.

Five factors are required for a
dust explosion to occur. Often
these factors are arranged
pictorially in a pentagon to
facilitate hazard analysis and
investigation. Figure 1 depicts
an Explosion Pentagon and
the five factors that are
required for a dust explosion.
These five factors are fuel,
oxygen, a credible ignition
source, a credible mechanism
for the dispersion of the dust
into a cloud, and
confinement.

Figure 1: Dust Explosion Pentagon.

There are five industry-specific dust standards:  NFPA 61 is for agricultural and food industries, NFPA
664 deals with woodworking facilities, NFPA 484 covers metal dust fires and explosions, NFPA 655
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encompasses sulfur handling industries, and NFPA 654 is for chemicals, polymers, resins and
pharmaceuticals. Governing these five industry-specific standards is NFPA 652 which is a core
fundamentals rule which applies to all industries if one of the specific industry standards does not apply to
your facility. There are three objectives for NFPA 652. The first is “Life Safety” to ensure that all persons
are protected against the adverse effects of a dust fire or explosion. The second objective is “Mission
Continuity” where continued safe operations of the plant or facility are ensured if a dust fire or explosion
were to occur. The third and final objective is “Mitigation of Fire Spread and Explosions” which not only
safeguards the facility against these effects but prevents them from spreading to adjacent facilities and
properties.

As mentioned above, NFPA 652 applies to all industries and to all facilities and operations manufacturing,
processing, blending, conveying, repackaging, generating, or handling combustible dusts. It does not
apply to commercial retail or commercially packaged warehousing facilities. It is the owner/operator of
that facility with the combustible dust who must determine the combustible and explosible nature of the
material handled at the facility (most materials that are not pure minerals or salts are combustible or
explosible). The deadline to comply with these NFPA standards was September 7th, 2020 (except for
agricultural and food facilities which have until January of 2022).

The mandatory Dust Hazard Analysis (DHA) requirement is a tool used to understand your specific
materials and the hazards they pose, systematically evaluate your processes for risks, and then develop
a roadmap to manage those risks by either administrative controls or engineering controls. This whole
process must be documented and those documents retained for the life of your process or facility. The
DHA should be conducted in such a way as to classify a given facility location, process step or unit
operation as “Not a Hazard”, “Maybe a Hazard” or definitely a “Hazard”. Then the DHA should
recommend process, operation, facility or material changes to mitigate the identified hazard. Given the
complexity of this task and the nuanced nature of the identification/classification of the hazard, the DHA
team should be led by a person who is qualified in the field of combustible and explosible dust hazards
with support from engineering staff, maintenance staff and plant floor operators.

If the facility falls under OSHA’s Process Safety Management (PSM) requirements of conducting a
Process Hazards Analysis (PHA) it may be already using techniques such as a Hazard and Operability
Study (HAZOP), a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) or a multitude of
other methodologies. It may be appropriate for the facility to incorporate the DHA into the existing PSM
program. The rigors of a formal PSM program are a little excessive for a DHA.

Since a very elaborate methodology is not required by the NFPA standard, the approach selected for
ease of implementation and adherence can be a simple Checklist Analysis combined with a “What-If”
Investigation. The best way to approach a What-If analysis for a DHA is to use the Dust Explosion
Pentagon depicted in Figure 1. For each unit operation, process line, room and building the team creates
scenarios where the five components (fuel, oxidizer, ignition source, dispersion and confinement) for an
explosion, or three components for a fire (fuel, oxygen and ignition source), can come together to cause
an accident. The team can then develop hazard prevention and protection plans for these circumstances.

For this What-If Analysis and subsequent hazard prevention and protection plan to be effective the
combustion and explosion potential of the material must be ascertained. The schema presented in Figure
2 is a method to follow to effectively characterize the combustion hazard of the material. Combustion
characteristics of dusts, unlike gases and vapors, are specific to the sample. Varying factors like particle
size distribution, particle morphology, surface characteristics and moisture content can greatly affect the
physical combustion parameters. This precludes the use of historical data from previous studies of the
material unless the sample of the material in question is exactly the same as the sample used in the
historical study. Do not trust data from Safety Data Sheets unless there is information provided that
demonstrates the data applies to the specific sample in hand!



Figure 2: Dust testing schema.

Following Figure 2, once it has been decided which materials to consider for the DHA, unique samples
can be taken for study from various locations in the plant. For example, a sample from the rafters and
overhead lights can be different than the material on the floor or in the dust collector or cyclone. As a
result, multiple samples of the materials at the facility may need to be studied. Once the samples have
been taken and uniquely identified the analysis process moves to Stage 3 where the explosion potential
of the sample is qualitatively determined in Stage 3a and the combustion potential of the sample as a pile
or layer is qualitatively determined in Stage 3b. For all the samples in Stage 3a and 3b that demonstrated
reactivity, further quantitative combustion and explosion qualities are determined in Stage 4. From Stage
4a; the Explosion Severity, MEC and MIE are the three characteristics that are used in a DHA with the
other Stage 4a tests used for unique process situations. From Stage 4b; the Burn Rate Test, LIT, Hot
Storage Screening and Exothermic Decomposition Screening tests are more often used, with the other
tests being performed when identified as warranted in the DHA.

Ultimately, conducting quantitative testing to determine combustion and explosion characteristics of the
dusts that are present, in concert with performing the required DHA according to NFPA 652, will be
crucial to assessing the dangers of a dust explosion at your facility.

Please contact dust@fauske.com for more information and consultation.

Contact Us

New FREE Fauske Webinars:

Introduction to Combustible Dust
Hazards - May 26th @ 10:00 AM CST
This course serves as an introduction to combustible dust
and the hazards that are present in many industrial
facilities. The course will cover what kinds of hazards to
look for, the different ways that fires and explosions can
occur, and various other related topics. The course will
also include some examples of mitigation strategies and
testing services that can help you minimize your risk of a
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combustible dust related accident.

Introduction to NFPA 652/Dust
Hazard Analysis - June 9th @ 10:00
AM CST
This course will serve as an introduction to NFPA 652 and
describes how this standard interacts with other relevant
NFPA codes and guidelines. The course will discuss Dust
Hazard Analysis (DHA) and provides an overview of the
methodologies that can be employed to perform a DHA.
The course will also include a logical approach to
characterizing a powder's hazardous dust properties, as
well as a description of various techniques used to control
and/or avoid dust explosions in a safe and compliant
manner.

Sign Up Now!

Lightning Protection
By Venky Viswanathan, Principal Electrical Engineer, Fauske & Associates, LLC

History
In the year 1746, in Boston, Massachusetts, Benjamin Franklin came across experiments on electricity
conducted by other scientists which kindled his curiosity. To further his understanding on the subject, he
built a small laboratory in his house.

In 1747, he conducted a series of experiments with electricity. Later that year, he explained what he
believed to be similarities between electricity and lightning, and this led to the famous kite experiment in
June 1752.
Benjamin Franklin also wanted to protect buildings and people from lightning strikes, and this led him to
develop the lightning rod. Franklin supported the concept of lightning rods with sharp points whist his
colleagues in England  advocated for designs with blunt tips.
The basic concept of lightning protection has not changed since the time of Benjamin Franklin.

Rationale for Lightning Protection

Lightning is an electrostatic discharge that occurs to equalize the charge across two oppositely charged
regions in the atmosphere. Lightning discharge seeks the path of least resistance to ground and hence
tall buildings and structures are susceptible to lightning strikes.

Lightning strikes can cause loss of life, livestock, and significant damage to property. According to
Insurance Information Institute, in the year 2019, there were 20 fatalities attributed to lightning strikes,
while homeowner claims and payouts due to lightning damage amounted to about $900 million.

It is possible to minimize the death and destruction caused by lightning strikes by installing a lightning
protection system.

Reference Standards
Commonly used standards in the United States are NFPA 780, UL 96 and UL 96A.

Free read-only copies of NFPA standards can be accessed at their website.

NFPA 780- Standard for the installation of Lightning Protection System

NFPA 780 covers traditional lightning protection system installation requirements for the following:
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1. Ordinary structures
2. Miscellaneous Structures and Special occupancies
3. Heavy Duty Stacks
4. Structures containing flammable vapors, flammable gases or liquids that can give off flammable

vapors, flammable gases or liquids that can give off flammable vapors
5. Structures housing explosive materials
6. Wind turbines
7. Watercraft
8. Airfield lighting circuits
9. Solar arrays

Exceptions

1. Electric Generating Stations
2. Transmission and distribution systems
3. Early streamer detection
4. Charge dissipation system

UL96: Standard for Safety- Lightning Protection Components
This standard covers lightning protection components for use in the installation of complete systems of
lightning protection on buildings and structures.

Exceptions

1. The standard does not cover the installation of lightning protection components.

UL96A: Standard for Safety- Installation Requirements for Lightning Protection Systems
This standard covers the installation of lightning protection systems on all types of structures except for
those noted below under exceptions.

Exceptions

1. Facilities that produce, handle and/or store ammunitions, explosives
2. Flammable liquids or gases
3. Explosive ingredients including dust
4. Partial systems
5. Adjacent structures (Adjacent structures shall be considered as separate structures)
6. Power Generating Stations
7. Outdoor Switchyards or Substations
8. Transmission Lines
9. Open air power distribution racks

Components of a Lightning Protection System
A traditional lightning protection system has the following components

Air terminals - A strike termination device that is a receptor for attachment of flashes to the
lightning protection system and is listed for the purpose. [Section 3.3.1, NFPA 780-2020]
Conductor system- Conductors that interconnect the air terminals with the grounding electrodes.
The copper or aluminum conductors provides a low resistance path between the air terminals and
the ground electrodes, and this ensures that the structure is protected from the adverse effects of
a lightning strike. Refer to Section 3.3.8 of NFPA 780-2020 for definitions.
Grounding Electrodes- A set of buried ground electrodes or grounding plates installed a few feet
away from the foundation and around the perimeter of the foundation to conduct the lightning
discharge (current) away from the structure to earth. The ground electrodes are connected to the
air terminals via the conductor system.

Surge Protection Devices
Lightning strike can cause a transient surge which can cause damage to equipment. A surge arrestor is a
device that protects against over-voltage and is typically placed at the utility service entrance, entrances
of conductive telecom systems, at all points where an electrical or electronic system conductor leaves a
structure to supply another structure (for lengths more than 100 feet), sub-panels or branch panels. Refer
to section 4.20 of NFPA 780 for details.

Zones of Protection
According to section 3.3.51 of NFPA 780-2020, Zone of Protection is defined as the space adjacent to a



lightning protection system that is substantially immune to direct lightning flashes.

Based on the geometry of the structure, one or more of the following methods shall be used to determine
the overall zone of protection.

Air Terminal Placements- Air terminal rods are placed in a grid pattern at regular intervals. This
method is typically used to design lightning protection system for buildings having pitched, flat,
gently sloping, or domed roofs and those with dormers, ridges, wells ,chimneys or vents.
Cone of Protection or Protection Angle Method- This method assumes that an air terminal or
an elevated grounded object creates an adjacent conical space that will be immune to lightning.
Benjamin Franklin recognized this concept first in the late 1700s, and this was formally proposed

by the French Academy of Sciences in 1823 with an angle of 630 (Base of the cone is twice the

height). This was subsequently changed to 450 in the year 1855 and has been the norm since
then. [Section B.3.2.1, NFPA 780-2020]
Rolling Sphere Method- The rolling sphere method was first incorporated in NFPA 780 in 1980.
It originated in the power transmission industry and is based on a lightning strike attachment to
the phase and shield wires. In this method, an imaginary sphere with a radius of 150 feet is rolled
over the structure. All surface contact points are deemed to require protection, while unaffected
surfaces and volumes are deemed to be protected. In other words, for proper protection, the
sphere should be in contact with the air terminals tip(s) only, and not the structure. [Section
B.3.2.2, NFPA 780-2020]

Certification
UL Master Label is widely recognized and commonly used as a means to certify lightning protection
installations.

UL Master certification can be obtained for installations designed in accordance with UL 96A or NFPA
780. The components used however must be UL listed.

Conclusion
Lightning protection systems are an effective way to save lives and protect property from lightning strikes.

Fauske and Associates have the expertise and capabilities necessary to perform Lightning Protection
Studies and help owners and operators in selecting installation contractors. Please contact Venky
Viswanathan, venky.viswanathan@westinghouse.com for further details.

Contact Us
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Notification of PrEVent Phase Out
For nearly ten years our PrEVent software has been a valued tool for vent sizing calculations.  However,
after recent development and successful deployment of a replacement software with improved
functionality and expanded capabilities, FAI has decided to phase out support of PrEVent and will no
longer be offering that product. Our new software FERST Powered by CHEMCAD will be actively
supported and updated with innovative features.  We would be happy to discuss potential rebate options
for our existing PrEVent users. 

The official end of full support (EOFS) will be October 31, 2021.  The official end of service and support
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(EOS) date is January 31, 2022.  Please note, the Microsoft Silverlight Installer that is required for
PrEVent operation will no longer be available after October of 2021.  This has played a role in our
lifecycle management decision.  This will not impact current users, but it may have an impact if the
program is inadvertently uninstalled and will restrict new installations. 
 
We apologize for any inconvenience and hope that this transition goes as smoothly as possible, and we
look forward to providing support throughout this change.
 
If you have any comments or suggestions, please contact our product team at parts@fauske.com.  If you
are interested in learning more about FERST Powered by CHEMCAD, or to receive a free demo, please
reach out directly to Elizabeth Raines at eraines@fauske.com.
 

Contact Us

Coupling Mass Spectrometry with
Thermogravimetric Analysis - What Can it Tell
You About Your Sample?
By Clayton R. Johnson, PhD, Lab Technician, Dust Testing Services, Fauske & Associates LLC
 
Fauske & Associates’ Combustible Dust Testing Department has long offered thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) testing where sample mass change is measured as a function of temperature and time under
client-specified atmospheric conditions. The TGA data can be used to determine a sample’s thermal
stability, oxidative stability, composition, and decomposition characteristics. TGA systems are commonly
coupled with an evolved gas analysis system to further characterize the reactions that occur during a
TGA run. Common evolved gas analysis systems include mass spectrometry (MS), Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), gas chromatography (GC), or a combination of methods like GC-MS, FTIR-
MS, and FTIR-GC-MS; each of which is best suited for a certain need.

We at FAI offer TGA-MS evolved gas analysis
using our TA Instruments SDT 650 Thermal
Analyzer coupled with a TA Instruments
Discovery Mass Spectrometer (Figure 1). The
Discovery MS is connected to the TGA via a
heated, metal capillary tube, which prevents gas
condensation. The Discovery MS comprises a
closed ion source, quadrupole mass analyzer,
and dual detector system, all of which combine
to produce high quality evolved gas data.
Evolved gas analysis provides additional
chemical data that can better advise
manufacturing and industrial processes, storage
and transport processes, and hazard mitigation
processes all of which reduce the risk of
potentially dangerous chemical exposures.

Figure 1. TA Instruments SDT 650 Thermal Analyzer

coupled with a TA Instruments Discovery Mass

Spectrometer.

TGA-MS analysis is most often performed using few milligrams of sample, without preparation, which
decreases the risk of spurious data convoluting analysis. Additionally, our TGA-MS is highly sensitive and
can detect parts per billion (ppb) concentrations of gases ranging from 1-300 atomic mass units (amu).
Data analysis is straightforward and can yield pseudo-quantitative results from a single run. TGA-MS
analysis offers robust chemical information, but it also can be a great screening tool before more complex
analyses like GC-MS or HPLC-MS.
 
Gases evolved during the TGA experiment are characterized by first determining what masses were
detected by the MS. Then, the detected masses are assigned identities based on the most probable
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decomposition product at the given mass. Probable decomposition products are determined by the
information we have about the sample’s chemical makeup and the atmospheric testing conditions.
 
Pseudo-quantification of each gas is calculated by baseline correcting the MS detector response-
temperature curve for each gas and comparing the total area under each curve. Under most conditions,
the magnitude of the total area under a defined gas’s curve can be used as a corollary for a relative
amount of that gas evolved. The estimated quantity of each gas produced can be crudely estimated by
using mass loss data and the relative detector response for each gas. This type of analysis can be
performed for desired temperature ranges as well, which yields valuable information about samples with
multiple defined mass loss events.
 
To demonstrate our TGA-MS capabilities, we analyzed a sulfonated polymer and a pharmaceutical
product, each of which had unique thermal and evolved gas profiles. The sulfonated polymer had a single
defined mass loss event between 250-400°C where near 100% of sample mass was lost (Figure 2).
From the data, 18, 44, 48, and 64 amu were determined to be the masses of the gases evolved by the
sulfonated polymer. Based on the chemical information about the sulfonated polymer, the most likely
decomposition products corresponding to these masses are H2O, CO2, SO, and SO2 respectively. All
four gases are released relatively uniformly to one another as a function of temperature. SO2 is the most
abundant evolved gas based on the fraction of the total area under the curve for each gas followed by
SO, H2O, and CO2 respectively.

Figure 2. TGA-MS data for a sulfonated polymer expressed as percentage weight loss and mass spectrometer detector

response expressed as ion current (mA) as a function of time.

The pharmaceutical product produced gases with masses of 17, 18, 27, 44 amu, which were determined
to be NH3, H2O, HCN, and CO2 respectively (Figure 3). The pharmaceutical underwent three defined
mass loss events. The first was a relatively slow mass loss between 0-225°C which produced H2O and
HCN. A more rapid mass loss occurred from 225-350°C where NH3, H2O, HCN, and CO2 were evolved.
A final mass loss event, with a mass loss rate similar to the first mass loss event, occurred from 350-
700°C where H2O and CO2 were produced.



Figure 3. TGA-MS data for a pharmaceutical product expressed as percentage weight loss and mass spectrometer detector

response expressed as ion current (mA) as a function of time.

The TGA-MS data for the sulfonated polymer shows that potentially hazardous SOx gas is the most
abundant thermal decomposition product and will likely be produced if the sample is heated to 300°C or
greater. Additionally, the pharmaceutical product has a more complex thermal decomposition compared
to the sulfonated polymer. The pharmaceutical produced toxic HCN but the HCN was in lower relative
abundance compared to the amount of NH3, H2O, and CO2 produced.
 
Unfortunately, the TGA-MS system is unable to separate gases of the same mass and only provides
mass related data, precluding full, analytically rigorous identification of the evolved gas products. For
example, we are unable to differentiate between evolved H2S and PH3 using TGA-MS without
information about the sample’s composition or additional testing. GC-MS, FTIR-MS, or FTIR-GC-MS
allow for more definitive identification, but are more timely and costly than TGA-MS. Additionally, the
small sample mass used for TGA-MS analysis may limit the detection of trace materials, but this is true of
all TGA coupled evolved gas analysis systems. The last limitation of our TGA-MS systems is that the
metal capillary inefficiently transports acidic evolved gases to the MS, which prevents us from analyzing
acidic gases under certain conditions.
 
TGA-MS analysis with FAI is a cost-effective way to characterize the thermal stability, oxidative stability,
composition, and decomposition properties of a sample in a more robust fashion compared to our
traditionally offered TGA analysis services. Evolved gas analysis via TGA-MS allows for identification and
pseudo-quantification of the gases produced during the TGA experiment. The additional information
provided by MS analysis can be consequential to the manufacturing of the material, the storage and
transport of the material, hazard mitigation, and further chemical analyses. Please contact
dust@fauske.com for more information and consultation.

Contact Us

What is Adiabatic Calorimetry?
By Elizabeth J. Raines, Senior Chemical Engineer, Fauske & Associates, LLC
and Aaron Ruiz, Thermal Hazards Technician, Fauske & Associates LLC

 
Adiabatic calorimetry is a powerful laboratory technique that provides critical safety data for any facility
that processes or stores reactive chemicals.  A calorimeter is a device that measures the amount of heat
associated with chemical or physical processes. An adiabatic calorimeter is designed to ensure that there
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is no heat transferred between the system and its surroundings. Therefore, an adiabatic calorimeter is
designed so that the exothermic heat produced by a reaction goes directly to increasing the temperature
of the reacting mass. As the temperature increases, the rate of reaction often exponentially increases
(kudos to Arrhenius). On a large plant scale, the available cooling capacity is limited, so as the rate of
reaction exponentially increases, the rate of heat generation from an exothermic reaction can surpass the
available cooling capacity. This can lead to an uncontrolled runaway chemical reaction, with potentially
catastrophic consequences. (e.g. https://www.csb.gov/t2-laboratories-inc-reactive-chemical-explosion/) 
 
Some common scenarios that may lead to a runaway reaction include fire exposure, loss of cooling,
overcharging of a reagent or catalyst, or an "all-in" addition of a reagent. Adiabatic calorimetry can be
used to experimentally simulate these upset scenarios to characterize the potential for a runaway
reaction and to collect the data necessary for emergency relief system (ERS) design (using DIERS-based
software such as FERST Powered by CHEMCAD). Adiabatic calorimeters measure the temperature and
pressure increase associated with exothermic reactions, from which the adiabatic rates of temperature
and pressure rise are developed. These are the key experimental parameters for determining the
volumetric rates of vapor or gas generation, which along with two-phase flow considerations determine
the requirements for vent sizing and downstream effluent handling equipment.
 
VSP2 (Vent Sizing Package 2)
The versatile VSP2 is a robust and customizable low thermal inertia adiabatic calorimeter capable of
simulating a variety of abnormal process conditions.

Test Cell Size: 116 mL
Containment Vessel Size: 3.8 L
Typical Sample Size: 80 mL
Typical Phi-Factor: Low; Approximately
1.09
Typical Sensitivity: 0.05 to 0.1°C/min
Typical Test Design (Open or Closed):
Both available 
Thermocouple Measurement: Direct
contact with sample (up to 3)
Stirring Capability: Strong with use of
Super Stirrer
Typical Modes of Operation: Heat-Wait-
Search, Adiabatic Loss of Cooling,
Imposed Background Heating
Typical Setup Time: 1-4 Hours
Material of Construction for Wetted
Parts: Hastelloy C and Stainless Steel
are most common, can be lined with
PTFE or Glass and other metals are
possible (tantalum, titanium)
Best for: Simulating abnormal process
conditions to develop directly scalable
adiabatic data suitable for relief system
design, including continuous vapor
pressure data on a reacting mixture.

ARSST (ADVANCED REACTIVE SYSTEM SCREENING TOOL)
The ARSST is an excellent screening tool with a small sample size that is easy and quick to operate and
allows for a portable setup.

Test Cell Size: 5-20 mL
Containment Vessel Size: 350 or 450 mL
Typical Sample Size: 4-16 mL
Typical Phi-Factor: Low; about 1.05
Typical Sensitivity: 0.1°C/min
Typical Test Design (open or closed):
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Open
Thermocouple Measurement: Direct
contact with sample
Stirring Capability: Good
Typical Mode of Operation: Imposed
(constant power) background heating.
Typical Setup Time: 1/2-1 Hour
Material of Construction for Wetted
Parts: Glass Test Cell, Variety of
thermocouple materials
Best for: Gas-generating systems,
energetic decomposition, limited sample
quantities, and for quick screening for
hazardous reactions (still gives directly
scalable data)

ARC ( ACCELERATING RATE CALORIMETER )
The ARC is a sensitive instrument that is easy to operate once the system is properly calibrated.

Test Cell Size: 10 mL
Containment Vessel Size: N/A
Typical Sample Size: 0.5-10 grams
Typical Phi-Factor: 1.5 and up
Typical Sensitivity: 0.02°C/min
Typical Test Orientation (open or
closed): Closed
Thermocouple Measurement: Indirect
Stirring Capabilities: Poor or N/A
Typical Modes of Operation: Heat-Wait-
Search or Isothermal
Typical Setup Time: 1/2-1 Hour
Material of Construction for Wetted
Parts: Hastelloy C, Stainless Steel,
Titanium, or Tantalum
Best for: Identifying potential thermal
hazards and early conversion kinetics,
phi-factor correction is necessary

Low-Thermal Inertia Calorimetry: Phi-Factor
The phi-factor is a dimensionless parameter that is defined as the ratio of the total heat capacity of the
filled test cell (or vessel) and the total heat capacity of the sample (or vessel contents) alone. This ratio is
an indication of how much energy is required to heat up the combined mass of the test cell (or vessel)
and its contents relative to just heating the sample (or vessel contents). A phi-factor of one represents a
theoretical limit of a zero-mass container. If the material is exothermically reacting, a heavy test cell will
absorb some of this heat and therefore the full adiabatic potential will not be reached by the sample. In
other words, in the field of adiabatic calorimetry we are not just cognizant of heat loss to the environment
but also heat loss to the container (i.e. test cell).
 
The phi-factor serves as a correction factor that can be used to adjust collected adiabatic data. For large



vessels, light weight vessels, or at ideal adiabatic conditions, the phi-factor approaches one. Therefore, a
phi-factor of 1.1 indicates that the temperature rise data collected in an adiabatic instrument may need to
be adjusted by approximately 10% (for example, to determine the adiabatic temperature rise). Keep in
mind that the effect on kinetics (for example, reaction rates) is nonlinear. As you increase the phi–factor,
the required correction to the data increases. With too large of a phi-factor in an experiment, a concern is
that you may inadvertently miss additional thermal hazards (e.g. secondary decomposition reactions
which can occur at higher temperatures and which can be observed at larger scale where the phi-factor is
lower). A low phi–factor adiabatic calorimetry like the ARSST and VSP2 is ideal for directly scaling the
collected data to full scale vessels. For more information, or guidance into what test method is right for
you, contact Elizabeth Raines at eraines@fauske.com.
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Upcoming Events
Chemical Processing - Combustible Dust Roundtable Webinar - May 12th

Introduction to Combustible Dust Hazards Webinar - May 26th

Introduction to NFPA 652/Dust Hazard Analysis (DHA) - June 9th

2021 DIERS Fall Meeting - October 13th - 15th

2021 ANS Winter Meeting & Technology Expo – October 31st - November 4th
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